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High-quality, simplified, and low-cost human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) drug resistance tests that are able to provide timely
actionable HIV resistance data at individual, population, and programmatic levels are needed to confront the emerging drug-resistant HIV epidemic. Next-generation sequencing technologies embedded in automated cloud-computing analysis environments
are ideally suited for such endeavor. Whereas NGS can reduce costs over Sanger sequencing, automated analysis pipelines make
NGS accessible to molecular laboratories regardless of the available bioinformatic skills. They can also produce highly structured,
high-quality data that could be examined by healthcare officials and program managers on a real-time basis to allow timely public
health action. Here we discuss the opportunities and challenges of such an approach.
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Public health–oriented approaches to global antiretroviral therapy (ART) delivery have achieved striking reductions in human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/AIDS mortality, morbidity,
and transmissions during the last decade [1, 2]. However, the
emergence of HIV drug resistance to currently recommended
drugs—mostly nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors
(NNRTIs), but also to nucleos(t)ide reverse transcriptase inhibitors—in several low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) is
posing a threat to the future control of the HIV pandemic [3–5].
In response to this growing problem, the World Health
Organization (WHO) has released guidance suggesting changing to dolutegravir-based first-line ART in LMICs with pretreatment NNRTI resistance rates >10% [6]. In countries where
such transition may not be readily feasible, patient-level drug
resistance testing might be considered an option to guide firstline ART. It is thus likely that HIV drug resistance testing will
be gradually adopted, albeit with different speed and at different levels, by various LMICs during the next decade. This poses
a major challenge to already overburdened healthcare systems
currently struggling to ensure widespread use of viral load testing for HIV clinical management.
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HIV genotyping in resource-rich countries is aimed at personalizing ART and maximizing its efficacy for each patient. In
contrast, ART in LMICs must be provided under a public health
approach that aims to use one simple regimen for all individuals
on therapy. Epidemiological information about regional ART
resistance patterns is used to design a single national regimen.
This allows for efficiencies of scale in manufacture, purchasing, and distribution. HIV drug resistance testing in LMICs
must not only provide patient-level information, but also must
provide robust, epidemiological information that can inform
meaningful public action in a timely fashion. Drug resistance
testing should provide high-quality, well-structured data to
public health officials to detect emerging trends in resistance
and transmission in populations of interest. Next-generation
sequencing (NGS) technologies are ideally suited for such
endeavor, because they can be embedded in a cloud-computing
environment that enables automated, robust, high-quality data
analysis at individual as well as population and programmatic
levels.
NGS platforms are evolving rapidly (reviewed in [7]), and all
produce large amounts of sequence data. With sufficient sample multiplexing, NGS can provide HIV genotypes for <$50
per sample, improving its cost effectiveness [8, 9]. However,
automatized bioinformatics pipelines are needed because tens
to thousands of sequences per sample must be analyzed [8,
10–12]. Many laboratories in resource-rich settings are transitioning from Sanger sequencing to NGS. NGS is equally robust
and laboratory demanding, but provides additional data on
low-frequency HIV drug-resistant mutants [13] (discussed by
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Stella-Ascariz et al in this issue) and, most importantly, allows
sharp per-test cost reductions. In addition, NGS is suitable for
different HIV subtypes [14], can be performed in dried blood
spots [15–17], and can provide information on longer HIV
genome fragments, including near–full genome sequences,
which improves the resolution of phylogenetic and phylogeographic analyses to track the HIV epidemic.
The need for bioinformatic analyses has traditionally been
a major drawback for NGS implementation in routine clinical practice. However, this can also become its major asset.
Most bioinformatic software tools have been developed within
the HIV research context and therefore demand local computational infrastructure or bioinformatics skills [18, 19].
Bioinformatic knowledge and computational infrastructure are
usually not available in most LMICs’ diagnostic laboratories,
and the setup of these capabilities in such environments is an
important handicap for NGS implementation [20]. In recent
years, there have been major advances to make NGS analysis
pipelines highly automated, streamlined, and simpler to use, to
the extent that some of them can be used by laboratory technicians without bioinformatic skills (Table 1). Such automated
pipelines usually include filtering of low-quality data, alignment
of short sequences against an HIV reference sequence, and
quantification of amino acid variants present in the viral sample, with resistance mutations above a prespecified abundance
threshold used for HIV resistance interpretation [21].
Figure 1 summarizes a putative simplified NGS analysis workflow foreseen for LMICs. Upon a clinician’s or program officer’s
request, a central laboratory would run an NGS HIV resistance
test. The laboratory technician would upload the obtained raw
NGS data files into a cloud-based internet resource and select
a prespecified analysis configuration (eg, HIV gene, sequencing depth, HIV resistance interpretation algorithm, sequence

quality settings). The analyses would be run automatically in the
cloud in a hands-off process that also enables local computers to
be turned off or used for other purposes. After 10–30 minutes,
the analyses would be ready, and a patient-level HIV resistance
report automatically interpreted with the Stanford HIVdb (or
equivalent) rules would be retrieved, alongside an automated
prespecified assessment of genotyping test quality (eg, sequence
coverage, sequence quality, contamination, cross-sample contamination). This report would be sent back to the clinician/
program officer to act upon it. Data would remain stored in a
highly structured manner for further population-level analyses,
which may include quality monitoring at a laboratory, center,
and/or program levels, and real-time surveillance of transmitted and emerging HIV resistance including the identification of
HIV resistance hotspots and transmission clusters of phylogenetically related viruses. Standard security-compliant encryption and authentication mechanisms on stored data would
allow definition of region/institution/user-specific data access
policies and, when needed, sharing among different institutions.
Ideally, automated NGS analysis software should (1) be
remotely usable by users with no bioinformatics skills through
a user-friendly web interface accessible from simple computers or smartphones; (2) provide robust, reproducible, and
easy-to-interpret results using standard and well-established
HIV resistance interpretation rules (eg, HIVdb or equivalent);
(3) incorporate built-in quality standards; (4) avoid unnecessary transfer of large data volumes and provide clinically
actionable results that can be downloadable with limited network access; (5) demand minimal or no local computational
infrastructure; (6) seamlessly respond to varying number of
samples in a highly scalable manner without an impact in time
to results; and (7) have minimal cost to enable their sustainable adoption by LMICs. Some available software (Table 1)

Table 1. Automated Next-Generation Sequencing Analysis Pipelines for Human Immunodeficiency Virus Resistance

Software

Year

Commercial
Use

Web
Interface

No

2013

No

No

No

2013

No

No

Yes

No

2015

No

No

Yes

Yesc

2016

No

No

Cost / Sample

V-Phaser [19]

https://www.broadinstitute.org/viral-genomics/v-phaser-2

Free

Yes

ShoRah [26]

https://github.com/cbg-ethz/shorah

Free

Yes

VirVarSeq [27]

https://sourceforge.net/projects/virtools/

Free

VirFlow [28]

https://github.com/ICONIC-UCL/vir-flow

Free

3h
<1 h

MinVara [29]

https://ozagordi.github.io/MinVar/

Free

MiCalla

https://github.com/cfe-lab/MiCall

Free

HyDRA

https://hydra.canada.ca/

Free

PASeqa

https://www.paseq.org

Free

SmartGeneHIV

http://www.smartgene.com/mod_ngs.html

NA

DeepChekHIV [30]

https://www.ablsa.com/overview/deepchek/

$65

Time

Bioinformatic–
IT Needsb

URL

Cloud
Based

Yes

Yesc

2016

No

No

No

Yes

2016

No

Yes

<1 h

No

Yes

2016

No

Yes

<1 h

No

Yes

2016

No

Yes

No

No

2016

Yes

No

No

Yes

2014

Yes

Yes

<1 h

Many software tools exists that can serve for analysis of HIV drug resistance from NGS data. Their name and URL (last accessed April 2017) are provided. DeepChekHIV, PASeq, MiCall and
Hydra are web-accessible cloud-based systems. MinVar and VirFlow can be ported to a cloud-based system using standard computational tools. PASeq and MiCall will be accessible from
Illumina’s Basespace.
Abbreviations: IT, information technology; NA, not available.
aActively
bRefers
cCan

being developed/used for human immunodeficiency virus next-generation sequencing genotyping.

to the need of on-site computational infrastructure or expert staff.

be ported to Cloud.
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Figure 1. Next-generation sequencing analysis workflow in low- and middle-income countries. Abbreviations: HIVDR, human immunodeficiency virus drug resistance; NGS,
next-generation sequencing; QA/QC, quality assurance/quality control.

can fulfill some or many of these conditions with little further
development. Cloud-based software will facilitate scalability,
data structure, and storage [22, 23]. Analysis parameters will be
predefined by health programs expanding NGS testing to general population at a local level and seamlessly introduced, along
with quality assurance (QA)/quality control (QC) thresholds
into one-click actionable pipelines, but local-level policies for
NGS data management and access still need to be defined. As a
real-life example, analysis of 11 HIV-1 genotype samples using
3 already existing free software pipelines (PaSeq, MiCall, and
Hydra) showed high level of agreement in resistance detection
between them, even when low-frequency variants were evaluated Figure 2.
Successful implementation of HIV drug resistance testing
with either Sanger or NGS in the real world, however, will be
dependent upon several factors. The introduction of new technologies into low-resource settings presents challenges at the
policy, laboratory, clinical, and systems levels [24]. Lessons
learned from the scale-up of molecular testing for HIV and
TB indicate a slow path to success in the absence of international funding and strong donor endorsement of programmatic
implementation of new technologies [24, 25]. Rapidly growing
access to viral load monitoring and the existence of practicable
technologies, such as NGS, to detect drug-resistant HIV make
HIV drug resistance testing for individual patient management
a critical factor in supporting the rational use of available drug
regimens in the longer-term.

The incorporation of routine HIV drug resistance testing
into WHO and national HIV treatment guidelines, and further
adoption into country testing algorithms, will precede implementation and is under discussion at the present time for specific high-risk populations. Prior to implementation, diagnostic
algorithms, laboratory information systems, patient tracking
and notification systems, and methods for monitoring and
assessment of HIV programs will need to be revised using clinical indicators for HIV drug resistance. Increased capacity for
identifying patients requiring second- and third-line antiretrovirals must be matched by the presence of appropriate antiretroviral regimens in countries performing HIV drug resistance
testing. Conversely, the implementation of diagnostics for surveillance purposes has fewer associated challenges than for
patient management, setting the stage for phased scale-up of
testing over time. In fact, some level of HIV drug resistance surveillance is in place in many LMICs in sub-Saharan Africa.
At a systems level, issues regarding manufacturing capacity of
the producers of new technologies, as well as rapid increases in
the manufacture of familiar tests, can result in product shortages,
requiring slower than anticipated scale-up, or decreases in quality, resulting in recalls. Repair capacity for equipment and parts
supply needs to be available and in-country before expensive
equipment purchase. Supply chain, sample transport, and results
return are some of the most critical challenges facing molecular
diagnostics today. Depending upon the handling specifications
of the finished technology, cold chain requirements for reagents,
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Figure 2. Agreement between 3 publicly available next-generation sequencing
analysis pipelines in the analysis of 11 subtype C human immunodeficiency virus
type 1 patient samples. A, Linearity in mutant frequency measurements between
1% and 100% mutant frequency. B, Venn diagram of mutants detected by each
pipeline at 15%, 5%, and 1% thresholds.

bulky consumables, and short shelf lives complicate the supply
chain’s ability to ensure an uninterrupted supply of commodities
for HIV drug resistance testing and require updating or expansion of storage facilities at the warehouse and laboratory.
Understanding the placement of NGS within the context of
the overall HIV diagnostics network and the absorptive capacity of individual laboratories is essential. As treatment programs
implement new paradigms of therapy, there is a tension between
devolving laboratory testing to a local level and centralizing the
more specialized testing. (Point-of-care resistance testing is discussed elsewhere in this supplement.) NGS, as a medium- to
high-throughput diagnostic test with significant data capture
and analytics requirements similar to most HIV drug resistance
testing technologies, is currently best suited for a centralized
testing network using higher-tier laboratories [8]. This approach
supports both ongoing surveillance needs as well as the scope of
diagnostics needed within the patient population (ie, diagnostic
following confirmed treatment failure). Centralizing or partially
centralizing testing to higher-functioning facilities can alleviate some of the systems-level issues, but may place additional

burden on sample transport and results return networks. The
latter of these, for many LMICs without strong return networks,
largely depend upon the return of paper-based reports from the
testing laboratory to the referring clinician and then back to the
patient. This approach will also avert infrastructure challenges
(eg, intermittent electrical supply, high temperatures, lack of network connection) that can result in service disruption.
Laboratory training, even for higher-tier laboratories familiar
with HIV drug resistance testing for surveillance, will require
training on the implementation of HIV drug resistance testing
for clinical diagnosis. Expansion from surveillance to individual patient management will require clinician and laboratory
training, and patient sensitization to ensure supply and demand
of HIV drug resistance testing.
Finally, the need for external quality assurance of clinical
laboratories and procedures and regular calibration of instruments, including regular access to service maintenance, is critical for the continued operation of HIV drug resistance testing
instruments. The adaption of QC protocols routinely used by
clinical chemistry laboratories, the consistent use of controls,
and monitoring and review of data to identify shifts or trends
can assist the early identification of issues with testing quality.
Automated analysis pipelines could drastically reduce QA/QC
problems derived from NGS data analysis and interpretation.
Next-generation sequencing thus provides a unique opportunity to achieve high-quality, low-cost HIV genotyping data
useful for individual, population, and program-based HIV drug
resistance assessments and real-time HIV resistance surveillance. The commitment of global health agencies, the molecular
diagnostics industry, and LMICs to overcome the implementation challenges ahead will prove essential to achieve a durable
control—and hopefully end—the HIV/AIDS pandemic.
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